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Install PythonInstall Python



  

Start IDLEStart IDLE

Start -> Programs -> Start -> Programs -> 
Python -> IDLEPython -> IDLE



  



  

Hello World!Hello World!



  

printprint  "Hello World!""Hello World!"



  



  

What did What did Hello WorldHello World  
really do?really do?



  

printprint  "Hello World!""Hello World!"



  

Do some mathDo some math

●++ addition addition
●-- subtraction subtraction
●** multiplication multiplication
●// division division



  

Do some mathDo some math

22  ++  22



  

Integers and Floating PointsIntegers and Floating Points

IntegersIntegers are whole numbers ( are whole numbers (00, , 543543, , 
-3-3))

Floating PointsFloating Points have decimals ( have decimals (0.00.0, , 
2.52.5, , 1/3.1/3.))



  

What happens when What happens when 
you divide 2 you divide 2 integersintegers??



  

VariablesVariables



  



  

VariablesVariables

Variable are like tags to keep track of data Variable are like tags to keep track of data 
(or cows)(or cows)

a a ==  55



  

VariablesVariables



  



  



  

VariablesVariables

a a ==  55
b b ==  55



  



  



  

VariablesVariables

a a ==  55
b b ==  55
c c == a  a ++ b b



  



  



  



  

Variable NamesVariable Names

In In PythonPython  variablesvariables are usually lower case.  are usually lower case. 
 If they are more than one word, they  If they are more than one word, they 
have an underscore (have an underscore (__).  They can't start ).  They can't start 
with numbers.with numbers.



  

Variable NamesVariable Names
Good Bad

a A

full_name fullName

two_names 2_names

name_1 name1



  

StringsStrings

StringsStrings hold character data hold character data



  

StringsStrings

a a ==  'hello''hello'
b b ==  "hi""hi"



  

What does this do?What does this do?

a a ==  'hello''hello'
b b ==  'world''world'
c c == a  a ++ b b



  

ConcatenationConcatenation

Joining 2 strings togetherJoining 2 strings together



  

Converting between Converting between typestypes

Convert Convert stringstring to  to integerinteger or  or floatfloat

num num ==  intint(('4''4'))
float_num float_num ==  
floatfloat(('4.0''4.0'))



  

Converting between Converting between typestypes

Convert Convert integerinteger to  to stringstring

num_str num_str ==  strstr((44))



  

printprint

printprint writes output to the screen writes output to the screen



  

printprint

printprint  2+22+2
printprint  "hello there""hello there"



  

InputInput

Ask a question and store the resultAsk a question and store the result

name name ==  raw_inputraw_input(('what 'what 
is your name?'is your name?'))



  

Saving programsSaving programs



  

●Start IdleStart Idle
●File->New WindowFile->New Window
●Type in programType in program
●hit hit f5f5 to run to run



  

AssignmentAssignment

●Write a program that asks the name of Write a program that asks the name of 
your school.  Then print out the nameyour school.  Then print out the name

●Write a program that asks the length for Write a program that asks the length for 
a side of a square.  Print out the area a side of a square.  Print out the area 
and perimeter.and perimeter.
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